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Lampshade Considerations 

Lampshade options are an important consideration when it comes to lighting design. Not 
only do they affect the overall look of a light fixture, but they also impact the type and 
amount of light that is emitted. Please ensure that your lampshade is sized properly for 
your application. 

Pendant Lampshades 

Pendant lights are a popular choice for adding stylish and functional lighting to any room. 
At our store, we offer a variety of pendant lampshades to choose from. Whether you're 
looking for a classic drum shape or a unique rectangular design, we have options to suit 
your style and decor. 

Table Lampshades 

Table lampshades are another versatile lighting option that can add both illumination and 
ambiance to a space. Our store carries a variety of table lampshades, including standard 
sizes and shapes like drum and rectangular.  

Standard Lampshades 

Our standard lampshades are available in non-translucent options, providing focused 
lighting for specific tasks or areas in a room. These lampshades come in various sizes as 
specified to fit a range of light fixtures. We also offer a variety of shapes, including the 
classic drum and modern rectangular shape. 

Lampshade Liner Options 

To customize the look of your lampshade, we offer liner options in both white and gold. 
These liners can add a touch of elegance or contrast to your light fixture, depending on 
your preference. 

Translucent Lampshades 

For those looking for a softer, diffused light, we also offer translucent lampshades. These 
are available upon request and can add a warm glow to any room. Note that translucent 
lampshades will have a greater color variation when turned on versus when turned off. 
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Custom Orders 

At our store, we understand that sometimes standard sizes and shapes may not fit your 
specific needs. That's why we offer custom orders for lampshade size and shape. If you 
have a specific design in mind, please don't hesitate to call us for a quote. We are happy to 
work with you to create the perfect lampshade for your lighting needs. 

Choosing the right lampshade is an important aspect of creating the perfect lighting in your 
space. We hope that our wide range of lampshade options, including pendants, table 
lamps, standard, and customizable options, will help you find the ideal fit for your lighting 
design. 

Contact Us 
 
We thank you for choosing StoneLite Designs. If you have any questions or concerns, 
please contact our StoneLite Designs Customer Care Team and we would be happy to 
assist you. 
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